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A. Limitation Statement
We re-use the images collected by the HAKE [1] creators,

including the ones for HICO [1], V-COCO [2], OpenIm-
ages [4], HCVRD [7], and PIC [6], which were crawled from
the web. Except the images, in this paper, no identity related
information were collected nor used when constructing the
dataset and benchmarking other approaches. It is possible,
however, that some person may be identified via facial recog-
nition techniques. We will provide contact information of
the benchmark maintainer and commit to processing request
of removing some certain images from the dataset. In addi-
tion, similar to other human-centric dataset, the images we
use are from just a small portion of the population, which
may contain biases toward some certain races, gender, ethnic
groups, etc. We are unable to measure the bias as we do not
have any identity-related data. We encourage researchers to
investigate such issues.

B. More details on the Bongard-HOI
Benchmark

B.1. Constructing Bongard Problems

Given positive images Ic that depict a certain relationship
c = 〈s, a, o〉 and and negative images Ic̄ that does not, we
need to sample few-shot instances from them. We randomly
sample images to form P , N , and a query image Iq. Two
parameters control the sampling process: M , the number
of images in P and N (M = 6 in Bongard-HOI), and the
overlap threshold τ , indicating the maximum number of
overlapped images between two few-shot instances. We
want to sample as many few-shot instances as possible, but
we also need to avoid significant image overlap between
few-shot instances, which limits the diversity of the data.
The sampling process in summarized in Algorithm 1. We set
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τ = 3 and τ = 2 for training and test sets, respectively.

Algorithm 1: Sample few-shot instances for a vi-
sual concept c

Input: Positive images Ic, negative images Ic̄,
number of images in a few-shot instance M ,
overlap threshold τ .

Output: Sampled few-shot instances Q.
Q = ∅;
while True do
Pi,N i, Iiq = sample_instance(Ic, Ic̄,M);
if sample fails then

break;

t = overlap(Pi,N i, Iiq,Q);
if t < τ then
Q = Q∪ (Pi,N i, Iiq);

B.2. Data Curation

Although the HAKE dataset [5] has provided high-quality
annotations, we found that curations are still needed to con-
struct the Bongard problems (few-shot instances) for our
Bongard-HOI benchmark. Recall, to sample negative im-
ages, we assume a particular action is not depicted in them.
In HAKE, an image region may have multiple action labels.
Naively relying on the provided annotations is problematic
as the action labels are either not manually exclusive or not
exhaustively annotated. We show different cases of data
curations in Fig. 1 and discuss them in details as follows.
Similar actions. Although some action labels may con-
vey different semantic meanings, for some certain object
categories, they look visually similar and indistinguishable.
As shown in Fig. 1(a), scratch cat and pet cat are
hard to differentiate visually. If we simply use images of
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scratch, pet eat, hold drive eat lie_on

carry, hold jump, ride stand_on check inspect

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 1. Samples of annotations where curations are needed. For each image region, its annotated action labels are show on its top and
bounding boxes corresponding to the person and object are shown for visualization purpose. From left to right: (a) similar actions, (b)
hierarchical annotations, (c) hard-to-see objects, (d) extrapolating annotations, and (e) inaccurate or confusing annotations.

scratch cat as negatives to construct few-shot instances
for pet cat, such few-shot instances are ambiguous, as
it violates the basic assumption that the visual concept de-
picted in the SetA is not available in the Set B. We therefore
simply merge such similar action labels to reduce the visual
ambiguity.
Hierarchical actions. Action labels are inherently hierarchi-
cal. For example, as shown in Fig. 1(b), eat carrot very
likely also means hold carrot visually. There are two
problems to construct few-shot instances with multiple hier-
archical action labels associated with the same image region.
First of all, as we previously explained, using images of
eat carrot as negatives for hold carrot may cause
ambiguity. More importantly, there is the visual specificity
issue. People tend to focus on capturing the most salient
actions in an image, which are usually the parent actions
(eat carrot in this case). In our preliminary experi-
ments, images of eat carrot were used as positives for
hold carrot to construct few-shot instances. We found
that it caused a lot of confusion for human testers. To this
end, we merge such hierarchical action labels for the same
region, keeping the parent action labels only.
Hard-to-see objects. In some cases, the person or the
objects in image regions are hard to see. For example,
in Fig. 1(c), the person with the action label stand_on
boat is hard to see clearly. On the one hand, it causes sig-
nificant challenges for a visual perception system (e.g., [3])
to accurately localize the meaningful objects. At the same
time, it also imposes difficulty for annotators to accurately
annotate the image region. We simply discard all image
regions with hard-to-see objects.
Extrapolating actions. Actions are continuous. As a re-
sult, annotators tend to extrapolate the action label given

a single image, instead of describing the current state
the action. For example, as we can see in the top row
of Fig. 1(d), the eat action is about to happen. Yet,
the action is different from a normal hold banana
without any indication of eat. To distinguish differ-
ent scenarios, we introduce hold_not_about_to_eat
banana, hold_and_about_to_eat banana, and
eat banana. In this way, all the actions are mutually
exclusive. We can sample image regions for form few-shot
instances without worrying about causing ambiguity.

Inaccurate or confusing actions. In some rare cases, the
annotations in HAKE are inaccurate or confusing, as shown
in Fig. 1(e). We modify the action labels if such a image
region depicts a clear action label. Otherwise we discard
such regions to avoid introducing ambiguity to sampled few-
shot instances.

MTurk data curation. After performing the aforemen-
tioned data curations, each image region is assigned to a
single action label, describing the most salient content. Such
action labels are mutually exclusive so that we can signif-
icantly reduce the ambiguity when constructing few-shot
instances. Finally, we hire high-quality testers on the Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) platform, who maintain a
good job approval record, to curate the testing set to further
remove the ambiguous few-shot instances. Every single BP
is assigned to three independent testers. We compare their
responses with the ground-truth labels and disard about 2.5%
few-shot instances where none of the three testers correctly
classifies the query images. We provide more details of the
MTurk curations in Section D.



Visual concept: <person, drink_with, cup>
Positive examples Negative examples Query

label: negative (0)

(a)
Visual concept: <person, hold_but_not_drink_with, cup>

Positive examples Negative examples Query

label: positive (1)

(b)

Figure 2. Illustration of the context-dependent reasoning property of the Bongard problems (few-shot instances) in our Bongard-
HOI benchmark. Two instances are shown here with their underlying visual concepts (relationships) displayed on top with red color. The
same query image receives two different labels (negative in the top and positive in the bottom) among different context (i.e., positive and
negative examples).



seen object unseen object

seen action 99 / 5008 36 / 5002
unseen action 20 / 3402 12 / 3775

(a) validation set

seen object unseen object

seen action 102 / 4476 27 / 4562
unseen action 21 / 3291 16 / 1612

(b) test set

Table 1. Number of concepts and few-shot instances in the vali-
dation and test sets. Depending on whether an action and object is
seen during the training, we divide the validation and test sets into
four categories, where we can study the systematic generalization
of machine learning models. For each category, we show number
of concepts (combinations of action and object) and number of
few-shot instances.

B.3. Dataset statistics

Our Bongard-HOI benchmark provides disjoint training,
validation, and testing sets. In specific, there are 118 con-
cepts (visual relationships) and 21,956 few-shot instances
in the training set. There are 17,184 and 13,941 few-shot
instances in the validation and testing set, respectively, cor-
responding to 167 and 166 visual concepts. Detailed distri-
bution of concepts and few-shot instances among different
generalization types are provided in Table 1.

B.4. Illustration about the Context-Dependent Rea-
soning Property

Two Bongard problems (few-shot instancess) are shown
in Fig. 2. For the same query image, among different context
(i.e., positive and negative examples), it receives different
classification labels. This context-dependent reasoning prop-
erty distinguishes our Bongard-HOI benchmark from other
few-shot learning ones, where an image always has a fixed
label.

C. More details on the oracle model
We first review how our oracle model works. Denoting

the HOI detections in the P and N as DP and DN , respec-
tively. DP contains the detections from all of the images in
the P , defined as DP = {cPi }

NP
i=1, where cPi is a HOI triplet.

NP is the total number of detections. Note that there may be
multiple or no detections for a single image. Similarly, DP

is defined as DP = {cPi }
NP
i=1. According to the property of

Bongard-HOI, the visual concept cP should only appear in
the P , not in the N . We, therefore, compute cP as

cP = majority_vote(DP −DN ),

where − is the set operator for set subtraction. Given the
detections Dq = {cqi }

Nq

i=1 for the query image Iq , our predic-

tion y becomes

y =

{
1, if cP ∈ Dq,
0, otherwise.

We now discuss some possible corner cases where the
main paper does not cover.

What if majority_vote return multiple concepts? In
this case, we simply enumerate each of them when making
predictions for y. The predicted y will be 1 as long as at
least one returned concepts present in Dq; otherwise it will
be 0.

What if DP , DN or Dq is empty? In case when DP is
empty, we view this example as an failure case for our oracle
model, as it does not induce the right concept as expected.
On the contrary, it’s totally fine that DN , meaning that no
detection need to be removed from DP . Finally, how we
handle the case when Dq is empty depends on the true label
y?. If y? is 1, then we view this example as an failure case.
But we will make the prediction an automatic success if y?

is 0, since our oracle model finds there is no ground truth
concept presenting in the query, which should be the right
prediction.

We show successful cases of our oracle model in Fig. 3,
Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6. A failure case is shown in Fig. 7.

D. More Details on MTurk Data Curation
User interface. The user interface of data curation on the
Amazon Mechanical Turkp (MTurk) platform is shown in
Fig. 8. In the top part, we show images depicting a common
visual relationship between human and objects in the left
(i.e., positive examples P in our Bongard problem). In the
right, images that do not contain the visual relationship are
shown (i.e., negative examplesN ). In the bottom part, given
a query image, a tester needs to decide whether it depicts
the particular visual relationship or not. Each MTurk job
contains two few-shot instances, where a tester can freely
switch between two pages. They can only submit the job
once both two tasks are finished.

We do not tell the testers what objects to focus on to
induce the common visual relationship. It is intended to be
similar to what a machine learning model does, which needs
to do object detection first.
Simple examples given to testers. To ensure testers who
see the form of few-shot instances for the first time can
successfully finish the job, we provide some examples of
different visual relationships and encourage them to take
a look at these examples before starting working on a job.
Such examples are shown in Fig. 9.
MTurk job setting. We provided more details about the job
setting below.

• Region. We restrict the regions of testers to be in the
US and Germany.



P N

Query images:

Predictions: positive negative
Figure 3. Illustration of our oracle model. The concept in P is wash car.

P N

Query images:

Predictions: positive negative
Figure 4. Illustration of our oracle model. The concept in P is ride car.



P N

Query images:

Predictions: positive negative
Figure 5. Illustration of our oracle model. The concept in P is teach person.

• Approval rate. Each MTurker tester maintains a job
approval rate based on their performance on previous
jobs. We invite only MTurk testers whose job approval
rate is equal to or greater than 98%.

• Number of approved jobs. Setting a qualification for
the job approval rate only is not sufficient to hire high-
quality testers since newly registered novel testers have
a job approval rate of 100%. Therefore, we also set a
qualification such that only testers who have more than
500 jobs approved previously are invited.

• Invited annotators. Through a couple of small-scale
preliminary studies, we identified 35 reliable annotators
on MTurk. For the large-scale data curation, we invited
them to participate only.

• Reward setting. We provide $0.15 for each job with
an additional $0.15 bonus if consistently high-quality
annotations are made. According to our experiences of
finishing the job, it roughly corresponds to about $30
per hour.

• Number of testers for each job. We hire three inde-
pendent testers for each job and aggregate their annota-

tions. In specific, we only keep the few-shot instances
where at least one of the three testers correctly clas-
sified the query image according to the ground-truth
annotations. Otherwise, it suggests that a BP is either
ambiguous or too difficult. We discard 2.5% of the
few-shot instances that we submitted to MTurk.

• Job life time. A job will not be available after 7 days
if it is not claimed by any tester. But we found that all
of the jobs were finished within such a limit.
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Figure 6. Illustration of our oracle model. The concept in P is hold clock.
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Query images:

Predictions: negative (wrong) negative
Figure 7. A failure of our oracle model. The concept in P is eat cake. The HOITrans model [8] incorrectly recognizes the first query
image as hold cake (which should be eat cake). As a result, it makes a wrong prediction for the first query image.



Figure 8. The user interface (UI) of MTurk data curation.



Figure 9. Examples of different visual relationships given to MTurk testers. For each example, we tell what the visual relationship is so
that the testers can better understand the scope of the job.


